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Warm-up activity: Find someone who ... 
 
-  wasn´t born in Prešov (your city) 
- can speak Italian 
- uses CLIL materials in class 

 
 

Ask 5 teachers / colleagues / students and bring feedback: 
2 out of 5 teachers weren´t born in Presov 
0 out of 5 teachers speaks Italian 
4 out of 5 teachers use CLIL materials in class 
 
 
Ice-breaker 
Summer holiday experiences: 2 Truths and 1 Lie 
 - Each student shares 3 facts about themselves – e.g. from 
summer holiday. Two are truths and one is a lie. The others in the 
group try to guess which facts are the truths, and which is the lie. 
 - pairwork or group work 
 
 
Brainstorming activities:  
A, orally 
B, on the board 
C, bingo game: 5 things ... 
 
Choose the topic / category you want to revise (food, parts of body, zoo 
animals, countries) 
Write down YOUR (Teacher´s) 5 words from the topic 
Divide the students into teams of three or four and give each team a 
piece of paper. Explain that you are going to call out a category and that 
the aim of the game is for the teams to write down five answers that 
match the five answers you have written down.  
Call out a category, e.g. 'Five things that are made of leather'. The students then brainstorm 
and write down five answers. When all the teams have five answers, have them swap papers 
for marking. You then call out your five answers. For each matching answer, teams score one 
point. Play several rounds. The team with the most points at the end of the game is the 
winner. 
 
It´s your turn: Write down 5 things I don´t eat  
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Speaking activity: 1 – 2 – 3  
Try to speak 1 minute about: 

- the chosen topic (holiday, school subject, Xmas, your friend) 
- the given picture (describe it / tell the story) 
- list a set of words related to the topic (for younger children) 

 
speaking / writing: Picture envelope game 

- Put students into groups of 3-4 
- Prepare 1 envelope for each group 
- Stick a picture on the envelope 
- Put 5 nouns and 5 verbs related into the envelope  
- Ask students to guess all the words in the envelope 
- Time limit: 2 minutes 
- Check the words from the envelope 
- Write the story using the words and the picture 

 
 
Memory game: 20 objects 
Put 20 objects / wordcards on the desk and after the minute hide them / cover them with 
a tablecloth.  
Students have to jot down as many words as they remember. 
 
Revising and learning vocabulary: Smiley game 

- Write as many words as you want to revise on a (small) sheet of paper 
- Each word is written separately in English on one side and Slovak on the other side 
- Read the words in English and put it in the correct group + or – smiley 
- Then go through the words from – smiley group and repeat the action 
- You should have all / most of the words in + smiley group at the 

end of activity 
- Then do the same with Slovak side of the sheet 
- Students can swap their sets of wordcars 

       
 

Revising and learning vocabulary: Wordlists can help 
 
TOP 5:  

- The most difficult words to learn 
- The most difficult words to pronounce 
- The most difficult words to spell 
- The most useful words to learn 
- The easy-peasy words for me 
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Different ways of presenting, revising and learning vocabulary using wordlists 

Teacher says: 

T reads   Ss repeat 
T reads    Ss translate 
T reads    Ss spell 
T reads in Slovak Ss say in English 
T reads    Ss write in English 
T reads    Ss write in Slovak 
T reads   Ss say the part of speech 
T reads    Ss say a sentence 
T reads    S says a definition 
T sits    S becomes a teacher 
T relaxes   Ss copy the words from wordlists 
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